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CHAPTER 11



What did you get Celia?



Theme: A History of Communication



Birthday Messages Is the brother asking his sister what kind of present she bought Celia? Or is he asking Celia what kind of present she just opened? If you heard the brother speaking, you could probably tell what he meant; however, to communicate clearly in writing, you need punctuation. A comma after the word get would tell you that the brother is talking to Celia. Write Away: What’s Your Point? What kind of communication do you use? You might dash off a quick e-mail message for a friend’s birthday, or you might write a birthday song or a poem. Write a birthday message to a friend or family member. Put your writing into your Working Portfolio.
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Diagnostic Test: What Do You Know? For each numbered item, choose the letter of the best revision. Historians are not sure when the first books appeared, but evidence shows that they were written as early as 2700 B.C. in Egypt? These ancient books, however were made differently from (1)



(2)



the books we use today. For instance Egyptians recorded facts (3)



of their daily lives on scrolls made of papyrus (a material crafted (4)



from papyrus stems). In Babylonia, people made marks on soft clay (5)



tablets to document personal and cultural events. The Babylonian’s (6)



tablets relate information in the following areas; business, law, (7)



government, and family life. Experts indicate that “during A.D. 300, (8)



people made bound texts that resemble our own modern books. By (9)



Tales” now in London, England included rich decorations. (10)



1. A. Egypt! B. Egypt, C. Egypt. D. Correct as is



6. A. Babylonians’ B. Babylonians’s C. Babylonians D. Correct as is



2. A. books however B. books, however, C. books however, D. Correct as is



7. A. areas’ business B. area’s business C. areas: business D. Correct as is



3. A. instance, Egyptians B. instance, Egyptians, C. instance; Egyptians D. Correct as is



8. A. that during B. “that during C. “that, during D. Correct as is



4. A. papyrus—a B. papyrus-a C. papyrus: a D. Correct as is



9. A. “The Canterbury Tales” B. The Canterbury Tales C. The Canterbury Tales D. Correct as is



5. A. soft, clay, tablets B. soft, clay tablets C. soft, clay, tablets, D. Correct as is



10. A. London, England, B. London England C. London England, D. Correct as is
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the Middle Ages, some books, such as a copy of “The Canterbury



1 Here’s the Idea ● Periods, question marks, and exclamation points are known as end marks because they are used to indicate the end of a sentence. Periods have other uses as well.



Periods Use a period at the end of a declarative sentence. A declarative sentence makes a statement. The general wrote a message to the president● .



CHAPTER 11



Use a period at the end of almost every imperative sentence. An imperative sentence gives a command. Some imperative sentences express excitement or emotion and therefore end with exclamation points. Take this message to the president● . Wait! Use the faster horse!



Use a period at the end of an indirect question. An indirect question reports what a person asked without using the person’s exact words. DIRECT



The aide asked, “Which route should I take, sir ? ”



INDIRECT



The aide asked the general which route to take● .



Question Marks Use a question mark at the end of an interrogative sentence. An interrogative sentence asks a question. Where are the maps ? How soon can you pack and be ready to go ?
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Exclamation Points Use an exclamation point to end an exclamatory sentence. An exclamatory sentence expresses strong feeling. The maps are missing ! We’re in trouble now !



Use an exclamation point after an interjection or any other exclamatory expression. What ! Where could they be? Quick ! Search the woods for spies !



Other Uses of Periods



Common Abbreviations and Initials Abbreviations sec. second Dr. Doctor min. minute Oct. October hr. hour Mon. Monday



Jr. Junior tsp. teaspoon N. North in. inch Ave. Avenue Co. Company



Initials P.O. post office A.M. ante meridiem (before noon) M.D. doctor of medicine U.S.A. United States of America B.A. bachelor of arts A.E.S. Ann Elizabeth Stevens Abbreviations Without Periods CD compact disc TV television ER emergency room mph miles per hour MN Minnesota km kilometer



Use a period after each number or letter in an outline or a list. Outline



List



Early Communication I. Visual A. Sign language B. Writing II. Oral A. Speech B. Song



Methods of Communication 1. Writing 2. Speaking 3. Sign language 4. Semaphores 5. Codes 6. Body language Punctuation 251
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Use a period at the end of most abbreviations and initials.



2 Practice and Apply ● A. CONCEPT CHECK: Periods and Other End Marks



CHAPTER 11



Write the words from the paragraph that should be followed by periods, question marks, or exclamation points. Include these punctuation marks in your answers. Run till You Drop Did you know that the modern marathon comes from ancient Greek history In 490 B.C., Greek military leaders ordered a young soldier, Pheidippides, to carry the news of their conquest of Persian armies The poor fellow He had to run from the city of Marathon to Athens, nearly 40 km (about twenty-six miles) Can you imagine running that distance When he finally arrived in Athens, Pheidippides shouted to the people, “Rejoice, we conquer” Unfortunately, he was unable to give more information because he immediately collapsed and died. How awful Aren’t you glad that we have easier ways of sending messages For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 346.



B. REVISING: A Message from a Machine The computer below has written a message. Unfortunately, the message doesn’t contain any end marks. Rewrite it, adding periods, question marks, and exclamation points where needed.



Hello, I’m 7220 Jr, a portable computer Have you ever wondered how a computer operates Well, it involves really hard work Can you believe I send and receive countless numbers, words, pictures, sounds, and calculations every day It’s amazing The next time you feel you have too much to do, think of me
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1 Here’s the Idea ● Commas are used to separate certain parts of sentences.



Commas in Compound Sentences Use a comma before a conjunction that joins independent clauses in a compound sentence. Most people know Thomas Edison for his creation of the light , but he also developed many communication devices. bulb● Edison’s inventions were completely new● , or they were refined versions of older works.



Sometimes a sentence has a compound verb but is not a compound sentence. Do not use a comma in this kind of sentence. Edison also constructed a model and tested the first phonograph.



Commas with Items in a Series Use a comma after every item in a series except the last one. A series consists of three or more items. Curiosity● , ingenuity● , and determination were qualities that helped shape Edison’s career. Edison’s phonograph mainly consisted of a metal disk● ,a steel needle● , and a rotating cylinder. In time, Edison’s recording mechanism generated other inventions: dictation machines● , musical records● , and talking dolls. Thomas Edison in his famous laboratory.
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Alexander Graham Bell devised the modern telephone● , and Edison improved it by adding a stronger vocal transmitter.



Use commas between two or more adjectives of equal rank that modify the same noun. Inventors are creative● , practical people. To decide whether to use a comma between two adjectives modifying the same noun, try the following tests. Here’s How Adding Commas Between Adjectives In his youth, Edison was a likable clever prankster. 1. Place the word and between the adjectives. In his youth, Edison was a likable and clever prankster. 2. If the sentence still makes sense, replace and with a comma. In his youth, Edison was a likable● , clever prankster.



CHAPTER 11



3. Another test is to reverse the order of the adjectives. In his youth, Edison was a clever likable prankster. 4. If the meaning of the sentence hasn’t changed, use a comma. In his youth, Edison was a likable● , clever prankster.



Commas with Introductory Words and Phrases Use a comma after an introductory word or phrase to separate it from the rest of the sentence. Slowly, Edison learned to use the telegraph. Hampered by poor hearing, he invented the repeating telegraph.



Commas with Interrupters Use commas to set off words or phrases that interrupt, or break, the flow of thought in a sentence. Edison, at last, could pick up whole telegraph messages.



Commas with Nouns of Direct Address Use commas to set off nouns of direct address. A noun of direct address names the person or group being spoken to. Tell us, Kyla, how Edison helped the movie industry.
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Commas with Appositives An appositive is a word or phrase that identifies or renames a noun or pronoun that comes right before it. Use commas when the appositive adds extra information; do not use commas when the appositive is needed to make the meaning clear. Thomas Edison, an American inventor, is responsible for many patents. (The phrase an American inventor adds extra information.) The American inventor Thomas Edison had patents for 1,093 inventions. (The phrase Thomas Edison tells which inventor and makes the sentence clear and complete.)



Commas to Avoid Confusion Use a comma whenever the reader might otherwise be confused.



CLEAR



Edison built a huge laboratory for inventing his life’s work. Edison built a huge laboratory for inventing● , his life’s work.



2 Practice and Apply ● CONCEPT CHECK: Commas in Sentences Write the words and numbers from the paragraph that should be followed by commas. Messages over the Air Radio waves were discovered in 1888 and Guglielmo Marconi first used them to send messages in the 1890s. Although many claimed the credit, the first voice heard on the radio belonged to Reginald Fessendens. In 1906 Fessenden a physicist born in Canada spoke from Massachusetts to ships offshore. Generally speaking radio communication was most useful in rescues. The “wireless” was used for ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore messages. By 1930 radio was being used by airline pilots the police and military personnel. Commercial broadcasting began according to experts when a Pittsburgh station aired the 1920 presidential election results. For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 346. Punctuation 255
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UNCLEAR



1 Here’s the Idea ● See these rules used in the letter below.



CHAPTER 11



Commas in Dates, Addresses, and Letters Commas in dates



In dates, use a comma between the day and the year. (Use a comma after the year if the sentence continues.)



Commas in addresses



Use a comma between the city or town and the state or country. (Use a comma after the state or country if the sentence continues.)



Commas in letters



Use a comma after the greeting of a casual letter and after the closing of a casual or business letter.



1



1810 Peach Tree Ln.



2



Charleston, SC 29423



3



June 28, 2000



Line 3: comma between day and year



4 Dear Samira,







Line 2: comma between city and state



5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13



I heard the most incredible story today. Holley Anderson, who lived in Preston, Connecticut, put a message into a bottle. She then threw it into the Atlantic Ocean, off the coast of Maine. She was eleven at the time. Five years later, she got a letter from a boy who lived in Järna, Sweden, and who had found the bottle. It had traveled nearly 5,000 miles!



14 15 16 17 18 19



I’m going to try to send a bottle message tomorrow. Maybe I’ll hear about Line 16: commas it by June 29, 2005, five years from now. after day and year Wouldn’t that be cool? Let me know if you decide to send your own bottle Line 20: comma message.



20 21



Line 4: comma after greeting Lines 6–7: commas after town and state Line 11: commas after city and country



after closing



Your pal, Cindy



Do not use a comma between the state and the ZIP code. 256 Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics



2 Practice and Apply ● A. CONCEPT CHECK: Commas: Dates, Addresses, and Letters Write the words and numbers from the letter that should be followed by commas. Ave. 688 Waveland I 02904 Providence R May 22 2000



PUNCTUATION



the beach. Dear Thad last week on g n yi la p e er w rge, worn Ricardo and I do found a la ar ic R d, n sa e in th special, While digging was anything it k in th ’t dn carved we di de were some shell. At first, si s it n O . er ed clos I immediately but then I look . Ricardo and or ch an d ol of valuable words and an reminded her It . om m y m Mystic showed it to e had seen in sh aw sh m ri examples of sc eum. at a naval mus my family Connecticut e shells when or m d n fi to ves. I should I’m hoping o to see relati ic R to er Pu thday. visits San Juan fourteenth bir y m 00 20 10 ne be back by Ju Your friend Rosa For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 346.



B. WRITING: Dear Friend Choose one of the notes written in this cartoon and rewrite it as a complete letter. Be sure to include all the elements of a letter.



©1999 Zits Partnership. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.



Zits by Jerry Scott & Jim Borgman
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1 Here’s the Idea ● To punctuate quotations, you need to know where to put quotation marks, commas, and end marks.



Direct Quotations A direct quotation is a report of a speaker’s exact words.



Use quotation marks at the beginning and end of a direct quotation.



CHAPTER 11



“In the mid-1800s, Ada, countess of Lovelace, created the first computer program,” explained Carla.



Use commas to set off explanatory words used with direct quotations (whether they occur at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of the sentence). Mark said, “She also wrote about an early computer.” “She also,” said Mark, “wrote about an early computer.” “She also wrote about an early computer,” said Mark.



If a quotation is a question or an exclamation, place the question mark or exclamation point inside the closing quotation marks. “Who could deny her remarkable contributions ?” asked Carla.



If quoted words are part of a question or exclamation, place the question mark or exclamation point outside the closing quotation marks. Did Mark say, “A computer language was named in her honor ”? Commas and periods always go inside closing quotation marks. They’re too little to stay outside. Lady Lovelace, a computer science pioneer. 258 Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics



Indirect Quotations Do not use quotation marks to set off an indirect quotation. An indirect quotation is a restatement, in different words, of what someone said. An indirect quotation is often introduced by the word that. It does not require a comma. DIRECT



INDIRECT



Todd said, “The name of one of the first electronic computers was ENIAC.” Todd said that one of the first electronic computers was named ENIAC.



Divided Quotations



Use quotation marks to enclose both parts of a divided quotation. “ENIAC,” said Todd, “was constructed of 18,000 vacuum tubes and nearly filled an entire building.”



Do not capitalize the first word of the second part of a divided quotation unless it begins a new sentence. “If we still used vacuum tubes,” explained James, “we would need whole houses for our computers.” “Hmm, that’s interesting,” answered Todd. “My brother would have no place to put all his CDs.”



Use commas to set off the explanatory words used with a divided quotation. “Well,” exclaimed James, “he could always give them to me!”
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A divided quotation is a direct quotation that is separated into two parts, with explanatory words such as he said or she said between the parts.



Quotation Marks in Dialogue In dialogue, a new paragraph and a new set of quotation marks signal a change in speakers. A dialogue is a conversation between two or more speakers.



The boy was probably twelve years old, but undersized. He wore overalls and a torn shirt, and was barefooted. He said, “ I can chop some wood today. ” I said, “ But I have a boy coming from the orphanage. ” “ I’m the boy. ” “ You? But you’re small. ” “ Size don’t matter, chopping wood, ” he said. CHAPTER 11



—Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, “A Mother in Mannville”



2 Practice and Apply ● CONCEPT CHECK: Punctuating Quotations Rewrite each sentence, adding quotation marks and other punctuation where needed. If a sentence is correct, write Correct. How Intelligent Is a Robot? “I’ve been reading an article about artificial intelligence said Lashawna. “Scientists use it in robots and other computers.” “You mean a robot or a computer can be intelligent? laughed Stacy “Well, yes, if humans teach it,” said Lashawna. For example, they can teach a robot to pick up an egg without breaking it.” “That’s fantastic agreed Stacy. What else can robots do? Scientists are teaching robots to move their heads in response to sounds and to wave their arms to get attention. “It’s amazing!” For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 347.
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Mixed Review A. End Marks and Commas Write the words and numbers from the postcard below that should be followed by end marks or commas. Include these punctuation marks in your answers.



Nov 14 2000



Tisha Reynolds t 155 Sparrow S 3 10 Tulsa OK 74



PUNCTUATION



Dear Tisha icago I are here in Ch My family and e while y aunt In a littl Illinois visiting m e Museum of we’re going to th ations I can’t wait munic Broadcast Com than at it has more Do you believe th rams in og pr n and radio 30,000 televisio ight at m I ow t lying N no I’m ry ra lib s it mantha al episode of Sa last see the fin See you later Julia



B. Punctuation in Dialogue Have you ever written a dialogue with a partner? If not, here’s your chance. At the top of a piece of paper, write the following question: How will communication be different in the future? Write your first response; then let your partner write a response. Continue to take turns, with each partner writing four responses. Make sure to use correct punctuation throughout your dialogue. The example below will help you get started.



Sam—“In the future, we will be able to see people when we talk with them on the telephone.” Ted—“There will definitely be a way to turn off the picture if you don’t want your caller to see you.”
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1 Here’s the Idea ● A semicolon separates elements in a sentence. It is stronger than a comma but not as strong as a period. A colon indicates that a list follows. Colons are also used after greetings in business letters and in expressions of time.



Semicolons in Compound Sentences Use a semicolon to join parts of a compound sentence without a coordinating conjunction.



CHAPTER 11



The Pony Express Company was formed in 1860 ; it carried mail between St. Joseph, Missouri, and Sacramento, California.



Use a semicolon between parts of a compound sentence when the clauses are long and complicated or when they contain commas. Pony Express riders were young, strong men; and they rode for many hours at a stretch, persisted in bad weather, and avoided fights with settlers.



Semicolons with Items in a Series When there are commas within parts of a series, use semicolons to separate the parts. The riders were expected to treat the horses, oxen, and other animals well ; to carry horns to sound their arrival ; and, above all, to reach their destinations on time.



Colons Use a colon to introduce a list of items. Pony Express riders wore the same clothing : red shirts, slouch hats, jeans, and boots. 



Avoid using a colon directly after a verb or a preposition. INCORRECT



The clothing was : red shirts and jeans.



INCORRECT



At one time, mail was delivered to California by : steamships, trains, and stagecoaches.
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Use a colon after the formal greeting in a business letter. Dear Dr. Russell :



Dear Ms. Wells:



For models, see the business letters in the Model Bank.



Use a colon between hours and minutes in expressions of time. The exhausted rider arrived at 11 : 35 A.M. He threw the mail pouch to the waiting rider, who galloped off at 11 : 36 A.M.



2 Practice and Apply ● CONCEPT CHECK: Semicolons and Colons



Not Just Ponies Many animals have carried the mail pigeons, mules, camels, and reindeer are among them. Pigeons are good postal carriers moreover, one of these winged messengers was awarded a medal during World War I. Camels have also carried some U.S. mail they were used on desert routes in the Southwest. Unfortunately, people had several complaints about the camels they smelled, they got angry, and they spit! In Alaska, before airplanes delivered mail, dogsleds often carried letters reindeer were also used. The Havasupai Indian reservation is in Arizona it sits deep in the Grand Canyon. There are only three ways in and out of the canyon on foot, by horseback, or on a mule. Mules make the trip five days each week the journey takes three to five hours each way. Your postal carrier is actually very lucky he or she may get off work by 330 P.M. For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 348.
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Write the words and numbers from the paragraph that should be followed by semicolons or colons. Include these punctuation marks in your answers.



1 Here’s the Idea ● Hyphens, dashes, and parentheses help make your writing clear by separating or setting off words or parts of words.



Hyphens Use a hyphen if part of a word must be carried over from one line to the next. 1. The word must have at least two syllables to be broken. RIGHT: com - puter WRONG: dis - k 2. Separate the word between syllables. RIGHT: broad - cast WRONG: broadc - ast CHAPTER 11



3. You must leave at least two letters on each line. RIGHT: sig - nal WRONG: a - bout



Use hyphens in certain compound words. vice - president



self - reliance



Use hyphens in compound numbers from twenty-one through ninety-nine. thirty - three



forty - nine



Use hyphens in spelled-out fractions. three - eighths of an inch



one - third of a cup



Dashes Use dashes to show an abrupt break in thought. Clara Barton — whose nickname was Angel of the Battlefield — founded the Red Cross.



Parentheses Use parentheses to set off material that is loosely related to the rest of the sentence. During the Civil War ( 1861–1865 ) she helped keep track of dead soldiers in order to help their families. 264 Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics



2 Practice and Apply ● A. CONCEPT CHECK: Hyphens, Dashes, and Parentheses Read the following paragraphs. Then indicate where hyphens, dashes, and parentheses are needed in each underlined passage. If the underlined text is correct, write Correct.



For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 348.



B. REVISING: Adding Hyphens Rewrite the following phrases, adding hyphens where needed. If the phrase is correct, write Correct. three hundred points tonight’s half moon



fourth quarter of the game one half the weight Punctuation 265
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Women’s Work Clara Barton was born during a period (1) the early 1800s when women did not live independent lives. She is best remembered for founding the Red Cross when she was about (2) fifty nine. During the Civil War (3) 1861–1865, however, Barton performed another important national service. First, she started an ambitious project to help (4) injured soldiers and their families. More soldiers died of disease (5) measles, smallpox, and typhoid than died of hostile gunfire. Barton was a rare sight on the battlefield because (6) I’m not kidding women were not supposed to travel on their own. She began recording the names of wounded and dead soldiers (7) she had nursed many of them to publish in newspapers. Pressure on the U.S. War Department (8) including a letter to President Lincoln led to her being given an office for her work. Over time she and her staff were able to find about 22,000 missing soldiers, (9) including many in a famous prison. Barton's communication skills served her well in her relief efforts. Today, the Red Cross continues Barton’s work, successfully responding to people (10) victims of hurricanes, floods, fires, and wars in emergencies.



1 Here’s the Idea ● Apostrophes are used in possessive nouns, contractions, and some plurals.



Apostrophes in Possessives Use an apostrophe to form the possessive of any noun, whether singular or plural. For a singular noun, add ’s even if the word ends in s. Jenny ’s e-mail Russ ’s computer For plural nouns that end in s, add only an apostrophe. the robot s’ programs the prisoner s’ escape CHAPTER 11



For plural nouns that do not end in s, add ’s. the men ’s conversation the women ’s relay



Apostrophes in Contractions Use apostrophes in contractions. In a contraction, words are joined and letters are left out. An apostrophe replaces the letter or letters that are missing. Commonly Used Contractions I am



Æ I’m



you are



Æ you’re



she is Æ she’s



they have Æ they’ve



cannot Æ can’t



they are



Æ they’re



you will Æ you’ll it is



Æ it’s



was not Æ wasn’t







Don’t confuse contractions with possessive pronouns, which do not contain apostrophes. Contractions versus Possessive Pronouns Contraction



Possessive Pronoun



it’s (it is or it has)



its (belonging to it—its claws)



who’s (who is)



whose (belonging to whom—whose home)



you’re (you are)



your (belonging to you—your letter)



they’re (they are)



their (belonging to them—their addresses)
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Apostrophes in Plurals Use an apostrophe and s to form the plural of a letter, a numeral, or a word referred to as a word. Dot your i ’s. He scored 9’s and 10’s in competition. Replace some of your said ’s with stronger verbs.



2 Practice and Apply ● A. CONCEPT CHECK: Apostrophes Find and correct the errors in the use of apostrophes.



For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 349.



B. WRITING: Using Possessives and Contractions Write the correct forms from the choices in parentheses. (Whose, Who’s) going to help me make signs for the game tonight? We want to let the other team know (they’re, their) going to lose badly. We also have to support (Jeannie’s, Jeannies’) comeback and encourage the team to do (its, it’s) best. Come on, folks! (You’re, Your) not artists, but you can write cheers! Punctuation 267
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Calling All Hams Teenager Richard Paczkowski has a neat job; hes a ham operator and the assistant emergency coordinator of the Amateur Radio Emergency Service. He likes to hear his friend’s voices over his two-way radio. Sometimes Richards’ job is fun. But occasionally its’ involved with danger. Richard lives in Florida; the states’ hot summer of 1998 caused an outbreak of wildfires. After the firefighters’s work had controlled the fires, many started up again. The Red Cross’ shelters needed ham operators. Richard and his 75-member crew worked for many days getting victim’s messages to and from shelters. He remembers that the job was’nt easy, especially when a fire approached his own home. Luckily, Richard’s home didnt burn.



1 Here’s the Idea ● Use quotation marks and italics correctly in titles to show what kind of work or selection you are writing about.



Quotation Marks Use quotation marks to set off the titles of short works.



CHAPTER 11



Quotation Marks for Titles Book chapter



“Into the Primitive” from The Call of the Wild



Story



“Block Party”



Essay



“Reprise”



Article



“Do Try This at Home”



TV episode



“The City on the Edge of Forever” from Star Trek



Song



“America the Beautiful”



Poem



“Speech to the Young/Speech to the Progress-Toward”



Italics and Underlining Use italics for titles of longer works and for the names of ships, trains, spacecraft, and airplanes (but not for types of planes). In handwriting, you show that something should be in italic type by underlining it. Italics or Underlines for Titles and Names Book



Roughing It



Epic poem



Iliad



Play



Ragtime



Painting



Starry Night



Magazine



Life



Ship



U.S.S. Constitution



Movie



The Phantom Menace



Train



Broadway Limited



TV series



Dateline NBC



Spacecraft



Voyager 1



Airplane



Flyer



Long musical Music for work the Royal Fireworks 268 Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics



2 Practice and Apply ● A. CONCEPT CHECK: Punctuating Titles Read the paragraph and rewrite the titles and vehicle names, using either quotation marks or underlining as appropriate.



For a SELF-CHECK and more practice, see the EXERCISE BANK, p. 349.



B. MIXED REVIEW: The Critic’s Corner Write a short review of your favorite book, short story, movie, TV show, or magazine article. Include the title of your choice and a few sentences explaining why you enjoy it. At the end, write a quotation from your selection that you find memorable. Make sure to use correct punctuation throughout your review.
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He Reached for the Stars Astronomer Carl Sagan was a scientist, writer, and teacher who died in 1996. The magazine Odyssey published an entire issue on his life and work. Sagan grew up reading science fiction, such as Edgar Rice Burroughs’s novel Gods of Mars. He worked on the project that sent the spacecraft Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 to explore the outer solar system. Recordings of Earth songs were sent on the spacecraft, including Chuck Berry’s Johnny B. Goode and Louis Armstrong’s Melancholy Blues. Sagan produced a television series about the universe, called Cosmos. He wrote the book Pale Blue Dot to teach readers about Earth and other planets and the novel Contact about Carl Sagan and co-workers busy at work. a human encounter with aliens. Sagan’s appearances on Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show thrilled many viewers with the wonders that surround us.



Punctuation and Writing About Art



CHAPTER 11



Even when you write about great pieces of fine art, details like punctuation matter. Punctuation is especially important when you refer to titles of works of art, books, or articles. Notice the punctuation in the student model.



The Letter, 1891, by Mary Cassatt



g 1995, by Diane On Communication,



gy of its time les and technolo ty es lif e th ts ation, by Diane Art often reflec t, and Communic at ss Ca y ar M shows a ter, by ars apart. Each period. The Let ye d re nd hu a d over letter, and Ong, were create one is writing a g; in at ic un m m t of co woman in the ac e. d Phone ing on the phon lk ta ings, “Letters an nt the other is ai p o tw e about th that the two In her article Moore writes ie ar M t en ud content.” While Calls in Art,” st e, but similar in yl st in nt re fe if ent kinds of paintings are “d and very differ ds s. oo m t en er ff di ple sharing idea they show very both show peo at th is ct fa the communication,



Left: The Letter (1891), Mary Cassatt. David David Gallery, Philadelphia/Superstock. Right: Communication (1995), Diana Ong. Superstock
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e CURRI CU S th
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Practice and Apply



FI



NE



ART



S



WRITING: Using Punctuation For a fine-arts project, you might be asked to write a short essay about an artist. Below are examples of typical notes a student might take. Write two or three paragraphs about Cassatt, taking care to correctly punctuate the titles of books, magazines, and works of art. Save your work in your Working Portfolio.



DATE: 1998 oor settings —mostly private, ind —famous paintings: y, Woman Bathing, , The Boating Part Mother and Child able, The Letter Lady at the Tea T



BOOK: Mary Cassatt, Modern Woman AUTHOR: Judith A. Barter, et al. PUBLISHER: Art Institute of Chicago and Harry N. Abrams DATE: 1998 —born 1844 in Pittsburgh, U.S.A. —died 1926 in Paris, France —studied at Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia, where she met other important artists Contains information about exhibitions of Cassatt’s works. Also contains information about criticism of Cassatt’s works
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Home tt: Impressionist at BOOK: Mary Cassa a Stern Shapiro AUTHOR: Barbar rse PUBLISHER: Unive



Mixed Review A. Punctuation Write the words from the following paragraph that should be followed by commas, semicolons, or colons. Include these punctuation marks in your answers.



CHAPTER 11



Chelsea Hernandez of Austin Texas was already a top-notch communicator at the age of fourteen. Every Sunday morning viewers tuned in to watch her on Kids’ Ideas a program she helped create. Chelsea held three important positions co-director writer, and star. Her show focused on kids and their hobbies, talents and concerns. She said “Kids listen to me because I’m a kid.” Good preparation was also important it kept her from being too nervous when she interviewed members of Congress. Chelsea was something of a celebrity in her hometown. She was often asked to sign autographs at the mall and this pleased her. Today she works as a filmmaker and television intern.



B. Punctuation Proofread the following passage and correct errors in the use of punctuation.



Ramon and Sal met on the library steps after school! Sal asked Ramon if “he had finished his research on communication?” “I’m only half done,” sighed Ramon, because there’s just so much to find out. Did you know there are almost 4,000 languages spoken today?” He added,“About 845 of those are spoken in India.” Sal broke in, I know that Chinese is the most common language and is spoken by more than a billion people. Right, said Ramon.“So what else did you find out?” Sal told his friend that “several African languages use clicks for some of the sounds.” Sal also said that “Canary Islands people use whistles to communicate with their neighbors.
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Mastery Test: What Did You Learn? For each numbered item, choose the letter of the best revision. Television was invented in the early 1900s; but it became (1)



popular only after World War II. The quality of early television was not very good, in fact, it was dreadful. The picture skipped; rolled (3)



(2)



over and, created ghost images. Often a sets’ picture and sound (3)



(4)



disappeared altogether. Early TV producers did’nt want to spend (5)



money, so production values suffered. Stages had to be well lighted and hot lights caused problems. Actors sweated so much that they (6)



dripped sweated into their shoes? Still, there were popular shows, (7)



(8)



including The Lone Ranger and “The Texaco Star Theater.” When (9)



asked what he liked about his invention, Vladimir Zworykin (10)



1. A. early 1900s but B. early 1900s, but C. early, 1900s, but D. Correct as is



6. A. lighted, and hot lights B. lighted - and hot lights C. lighted (and hot lights) D. Correct as is



2. A. very good: in fact, B. very good. in fact, C. very good; in fact, D. Correct as is



7. A. shoes, B. shoes; C. shoes! D. Correct as is



3. A. skipped, rolled over, and B. skipped: rolled over: and C. skipped (rolled over) and D. Correct as is



8. A. Still; B. Still: C. StillD. Correct as is



4. A. sets B. set’s C. sets’s D. Correct as is



9. A. “The Texaco Star Theater” B. The Texaco Star Theater C. The Texaco Star Theater D. Correct as is



5. A. didnt’ B. didn’t C. did’not D. Correct as is



10. A. The off switch. B. “The off switch.” C. — The off switch —. D. Correct as is
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replied, The off switch.



Exclamation Point Hyphen Colon



Parentheses



Apostrophe



Dash



Comma Period



Question Mark



Semicolon



Quotation Marks



Punctuating Titles



Long and Short



CHAPTER 11



Italics (longer works) Technique Examples books, movies, magazines, plays, TV series, paintings, long musical works, epic poems



Quotation Marks (shorter works) Technique stories, essays, songs,Examples poems, book chapters, episodes of TV series, magazine articles



Punctuation with Commas



Breaks and Interruptions



Use commas . . .



Examples



Items in a series



to separate items in a series



Do you enjoy watching TV comedies , dramas, or sports?



Adjectives



to separate adjectives



I really like old , funny shows.



Introductory words



after introductory words



In winter , Adam watches football games.



Interrupters



to set off interrupters



Mom and Dad , however , prefer to see documentaries.



Nouns of direct address



to set off nouns of direct address



What's your favorite show , Jenna?
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Punctuation with Quotation Marks



The Inside Scoop



Always Inside (no matter what)



Period Alanna said, “I didn’t like that movie.” Comma “I liked the special effects ,” said Harry. Sometimes Inside (if they punctuate the part within the quote marks)



Exclamation point “Oh, no, everyone will leave !” moaned Sue. Sometimes Outside (if they punctuate the overall sentence, not just the quote)



Question mark Did you read Nikki Giovanni’s poem “Choices ”? Exclamation point I was surprised by the ending of “A Mother in Mannville ”!



The Bottom Line Checklist for Punctuation Have I . . . ended every sentence with the appropriate end mark? used a comma before the conjunction in a compound sentence? used commas to separate items in a series?



used quotation marks before and after a speaker’s exact words? used apostrophes correctly? used italics and quotation marks correctly to set off titles?



used commas correctly in dates, addresses, and letters? Punctuation 275
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Question mark “Do you have to make a speech ?” asked Delia.
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